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I went to school, but it didnot

interfere with my education.

Education is the   manifestation of

perfection that is already in man.



Not to fill an empty

vessel but to turn the eye of the soul

towards light.

My eyes saw what no man should

witness - gas chambers built by learned

engineers, children poisoned by physicians,

infants killed by trained nurses, women and

babies shot and burnt by high school and

college graduates.

I am suspicious of

education. 
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Man can be destroyed,

but never defeated.

If money is lost noth-

ing is lost, if health is lost something is lost, if charac-

ter is lost everything is lost.
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The land, where the

sky touches the earth.
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Baba Harbhajan Singh

Keep Sikkim Green and Clean.

Sikkim is heaven on Earth. Sikkim is home

to glaciers, alpine meadows and thousand of

varieties of wild flowers.
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It is science alone that can solve

the problems of hunger and poverty of insanitation

and illiteracy, of superstition and deadening custom

and tradition, of vast resource running to waste, of a

rich country inhabited by starving people

.................... Who indeed could afford to ignore

science today ? The future belongs to science and

those who make friends with science’.
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"Poetry is the spon
taneous overflow of powerful feelings:

it takes its origin
 from emotion recollected in tranqulity"

- William Wordsworth

"Poetry lifts  the  veil from the hidden  beauty of the world

and makes familiar objects  be  as if  they were  not familiar"
- Percy Bysshe Shelley






















































" Without words, without writing and
without books there would be no history, there
could be no concept of humanity."
                                    - Hermann Hesse.





CHETAN BHAGAT :

Literature, Reading Revolution

and the New Generation

Mala Borthakur
3rd Semester

Department of English

An Indian author and columnist

Chetan Bhagat is regarded as ‘The Biggest

selling English language novelist in India’s

history.’ However, this is itself is a very big thing

that people are getting attracted towards

‘Book’ specially in a world where social media

has been holding you from top to bottom.

Well, almost each and every work of this

author succeeds in conquering the hearts of

the readers. We can claim this because more

than twenty million copies of his novels were

sold all over the world. Besides, some of his

works were taken as movie adaptation. We can

utter the name of 3 Idiots in this case. The very

movie which got huge response from the

audience and has been a constant source of

entertainment since the date it was released.

Well the plot of this movie has taken from the

author’s bestselling novel ‘Five Point Someone’.

‘Two states’, ‘Half girlfriend’ are also notable

in the case of movie adaptation.

The same enthusiasm of the readers

were recently seen. In this way Chetan Bhagat

has begun to rule all the hearts of the readers

through his books. When the author’s detective

novel ‘One Arranged Murder’ was published in

the recent month, being a detective fiction

lover, I could not resist my temptation from

reading this crime thriller of my favorite author.

So, I spent a whole day and finished this

thrilling novel at one go. At this moment, the

famous statement of W.H. Auden regarding the

pleasure of reading a detective novel is coming

to my mind. If I’m recalling it correctly, it was

as follows –

"For me, as for many others, the reading

of detective stories is an addiction like tobacco

or alcohol. The symptoms of this are – firstly,

the intensity of the craving – if I have any work

to do, I must be careful not to get hold of a

detective story for, once I begin one, I cannot

work or sleep till I have finished it. Secondly, it

specificity – the story must conform to certain

formula. And, thirdly, its immediacy. I forget



the story as soon as I have finished it and have

no wish to read it again."

From the beginning to end almost each

and every line of this very statement is

applicable to all the novels of detective fiction

genre. But I feel that in the case of “One

Arrange Murder” the last sentence is not

applicable as this book can make the readers

read it again and again through its strong and

incredible plot construction. In the brief review

of this book I would say that this is a book

that any avid reader cannot possibly put down

once begun. ‘One Arranged Murder’ fairly falls

out the zone of predictability. There’s love,

mystery and the classic yet warm humor which

keep you glued. But most importantly, this

book has one emotion at its core which can

never fail – “Friendship”!

Now I come to the main point that “Can

Chetan Bhagat’s works be included in the set

of written artistic works which are basically

summed up with a name called “Literature?”

In this matter many people say that Chetan

Bhagat’s novels are responsible for the

irrevocable damage of the pride of literature.

As his works are too cheap in nature to meet

the expectations that the term ‘literature’

always demands from an author. His works are

always simple in language and the plots are

constructed without any complexity and

ambiguity. Further, they say that Chetan Bhagat

is very adequately aware of the common

concerns of the young Indian youth and he has

exposed a serious chink in the Indian reader

armor by realizing that if you take simple words,

clichéd characters and add a pinch of sex, sleazy

romance, and the Indian obsession with IIT’s,

you have perfect formula for a bestseller.

According to them his books are mere stories

and lack artistic quality of the great. But for

the uninitiated readers literary merit is

secondary and their primary concern is

entertainment. So, Chetan Bhagat sells.

Moreover, his books are pocket friendly, they

cost you less than half of the books of the big

names like Amitav Ghosh and Jhumpa Lahiri.

And in this way he outsold many of the

prominent writers in India as well.

Now being a reader of Chetan Bhagat I

would like to offer my sympathy for those

critics of Chetan Bhagat. Because their critique

of his works has neither any logical basis nor

any point. For the validation of my

statement I would like to make aware all the

critics of Chetan Bhagat that his works falls in

the category of ‘Popular literature’ and we all

know that popular literature includes those

writings intended for the masses and those

that find favour with large audiences. It can

be distinguished from artistic literature,

generally doesn’t seek a high degree of formal

beauty or subtlety and isn’t intended to

endure.

The boundary between artistic and

popular literature is murky, with much traffic

between the two categories according to

current public preference and later critical

evaluation. While he was alive, William

Shakespeare could be thought of as a writer of

popular literature, but he is now regarded as

a creator of artistic literature.

The most important genre in popular

literature is and always has been the romance,

extending as it does from the middle ages to

the present. The most common type of

romance describes the obstacles encountered

by two people (usually young) engaged in a

forbidden love. Besides, detective story or

murder mystery is also a widely read form of

popular literature.

So, from the definition and analysis

about the genre i.e. popular literature we can

convince that Chetan Bhagat’s works are not

meant for that type of bitter criticism because

of the absorption of all the elements of the

popular literature within them.

Now, I want to put a question for those

critics in the middle of this writing. I just want

to ask “Do they have better knowledge than

an author how the characters and storyline



should be in his works?” Actually, this sounds

very strange when one tries to discover ‘Flaws’

in a bestselling book. I don’t say that ‘Chetan

Bhagat’, a bestselling author never should be

criticized. Every person has their own point of

view and they certainly possess the right of

expressing their opinion over a certain work.

But, I feel that the measurement of ‘Bitter

Criticism’ for the works of Chetan Bhagat

should be less than the quantity of ‘Praise’!

Each time our eyes hit the newspapers,

the headlines provoke outrage with news of

gang rapes, violence, molestations and

harassment of women. The species which

consist half of our population is still subject to

violence and discrimination. Women continue

to live in fear and under the domination of

man in present day India.

When we talk of freedom and

independence of the country from the outside

forces we are proud of what we have achieved

today but women who were equal contributors

in the freedom struggle continue to remain

shackled by chains of patriarchal mindset.

Women are often denied their freedom of

choice. Nobody asks a girl what her dreams

are or what role she aspires to play in life.

Rather her status is confined to the

conventional roles that the society has

assigned to her. To make this country a free

and enjoyable place for women, we first need

to empower the police and government in

order to provide a safe environment to women

so that they can travel wherever and whenever

they want. We also need to improve our law

and order situation and get serious about the

investigation, prosecution and trials. More

investment needs to be made in promoting

equality and improving ways for the women

to take stand for themselves. 

Because, if Indian youth are getting more

inclined towards reading novels, then this

awesome credit goes to none but, one and only

Chetan Bhagat. His write up generally hangs

around the teenagers and their problems.

Today he is a emerging youth icon and no

doubt a very influential personality across the

globe. Simply we cannot ignore his contribution

in leading youth to a better arena! 

Priya Das
B.A. 1st Semester

Department of English



Indian space programme

encompasses research in areas like

astronomy, astrophysics, planetary and

earth science, atmospheric sciences

and theoretical physics, Balloons,

sounding rockets, space platforms and

ground based facilities support these

research efforts. A series of sounding

rockets are available for atmospheric

experiments. Several scientific

instruments have been flown or

satellites especially to direct celestial

x-ray and gamma – ray bursts.

Astro Sat (Astrasat – o):

Astro Sat is the first dedicated

Indian astronomy mission aimed at

studying celestial sources x-ray, optical

and UV spectral bands simultaneously.

The payloads cover the energy bands

of ultraviolet, limited optical and x-ray

regime. One of the unique features of

Atro Sat mission is that it enables the

simultaneous multi-wavelength

observations of various astronomical

objects with a single satellite. Astro Sat

with a lift-off mass of 1515 kg. was

launched on September 28, 2015 into

a 650 km. orbit inclined at an angle of

6 deg. To the equator by PSLV-C30 from

Satish Dhawan space centre, Sri

Harikata. The minimum useful life of

the Astro Sat mission is expected to

be 5 years.

Mars Orbiter Mission -I(/nade/358):

Mars orbiter Mission is ISRO’s

first interplanetary mission to planet

Mars with an orbiter craft designed to

orbit Mars in an elliptical orbit of 372

km. by 80,000 km. Mars orbiter mission

can be termed as a challenging

technological mission and a science

mission considering the critical

operation and stringent requirements

or propulsion, communications and

other bus systems of the spacecraft.

The primary technological objective of

Space Science and

Exploration
Puja Bora
4th Semester

 Departmet of Zoology

the mission is to design and realize a spacecraft with a

capability to perform Earth Bound Marocuvre (EBM),

Martain Transfer Trajectory (MTT) and Mars Orbit

Insertion (MOI) phases and the related deep space

mission planning and communication mango at

distance of nearly 400 million km. Autonomous fault

detection and recovery also becomes vital for the

mission.

Chandrayaan – 1 (/nade/359):

Chandrayaan -1 India’s first mission to Moon,

was launched successfully or October 22, 2008 from

SDSC SHAR Sriharikota. The spacecraft was orbiting

around the Moon at a height of 100 km from the lunar

surface for chemical, mineralogical and photo-geologic

mapping of Moon. The spacecraft carried 11 scientific

instruments built in India, USA, UK. Germany, Suieden

and Bulgaria.

Chandrayaan–2 (/Chandrayaan–2–home– O):

Chandrayaan 2 will be an advanced version of

the previous Chandryaan – 1 mission to Moon.

Chandrayaan – 2 is configured as a two module system

comrising of an orbiter craft module (OC) and a Lander

Craft Module (LC) carrying the Rover developed by

ISRO. 



Group Study

Shekhar Borah
Department of Chemistry

A study group is a small group of

people who regularly meet to discuss shared

fields of study. Study groups can be found in

a high school or college and universities ,

within companies, occasionally primary/junior

school and sometimes middle school. Study

groups have helped students who have

trouble being in a large group setting.

As students, the largest part of our

lives is represented by working on projects,

preparing assignments and presentations and

of course, the cherry on top of the cake:

preparing for exams. With this in mind, I think

it is high time to learn how to make the most

of all this time spent on studying.

When students study in groups, they

can motivate and encourage each other and

lessen procrastination. Also, students are able

to learn some studying skills and habits by

observing others’ study skills and they can

incorporate it in their studying routine.

Teaching concepts and information to others

can help to be more familiar and master those

concepts. In addition, some students might be

uncomfortable asking a question in class and

they might feel more comfortable asking

someone in a small group. It can create a more

fun and positive experience for students.

As a student, you already know how

important studying is to be successful. Here

are six benefits that group study can give you:

1. Eliminates Procrastination

If you put off studying until the last

minute, regularly scheduled group study

sessions can eliminate your procrastination.

You will have a set time for studying and are

accountable to your group members, which



makes it less likely you will procrastinate about

your studies.

2. Helps You Learn Faster

Students in study groups usually learn

faster than students who study alone. If you

don’t understand a concept, you can ask your

fellow group members questions that will help

you understand. Having someone clear up your

confusion saves time that you would have

spent trying to figure out difficult concepts.

3. Fills in Gaps in Notes

Studying with a group allows you to

compare your notes with other students. If you

aren’t a great note taker, you can see how other

students take notes and fix any errors you

might have. If you’re a great note taker, you

can help your fellow students fill in the gaps

with their notes.

4. Sharpens Your Study Skills

Being part of a study group allows you

to observe different types of study methods.

Your own study methods might be good, but

you may also be able to sharpen your skills by

adding new methods that your group study

members are using.

5. Breaks Up Monotony of Studying Alone

Spending a lot of time studying alone

can become monotonous. Joining a study group

can adda social aspect to your study routine.

It also gives you an outlet for discussing topics

that you are struggling with at school with

other students.

6. Hones People Skills

Study groups can help you develop as

a student, person, and professional. Study

groups encourage members to think creatively

and build strong communication skills which

also help in refining and understanding the

material. You will need to have people skills

and a good ability to communicate. Group

study can help you develop these soft skills,

which will help you

Why do we avoid study groups?

There are two main reasons why

students might avoid taking part in a study

group. First, there is a publicly acknowledged

reason, represented by the common belief that

an isolated environment is necessary for better

concentration.

This might be true if you want to learn

the material by heart, without processing the

information and with the guarantee that you

will forget everything by next week! If you want

to understand what and why you are studying,

the interactive approach is undoubtedly

superior.

The second reason is something we are

often aware of but refuse to admit. This refers

to the fact that when studying in a group, you

become vulnerable due to having to face the

things you are not so knowledgeable about.

This is actually one of the main reasons why

you should join a study group.

What makes an effective study group?

The above mentioned aspects are

obviously not valid for just any kind of study

group. Thus, you should be very careful when

choosing your “companeros”. Here are some

tips to help form an efficient study group. Work

with the people that motivate and inspire you

rather than those that are superficial and only

looking for an easy way to get a passing grade.

Look for those that are alert and focused in

class, and that are asking questions but also

answering professors’ inquiries.

“Too many cooks spoil the broth” –

meaning that a study group turns out to be

inefficient if too many people take part of it,

as it becomes more difficult to coordinate,

communicate with all members and maintain

the necessary study discipline. Thus, an ideal

size of a study group is around three to four

people. Prepare the necessary reading before

the meeting so that the group discussion can

add value to your understanding.

Now, go find yourself a cozy and

efficient study group and who knows, maybe

studying will turn out to be actually pretty fun!

Good Luck.  



Kastori Rani Gogoi
1st Semester

Department of English

G lobal warming is considered by

scientists as one of the most difficult challenges

our environment faces today. As we have heard

in our science class in college or even in high

school, global warming is caused by what we

call as the green house effect. What is this

green house effect then? Simply put, the green

house effect is when the earth’s heat trapping

capability is increased far from normal levels.

This increased temperature actually causes a

lot of changes and problems on the surface on

our planet. Climate changes, devastating

changes in the ecosystem, melting ices over the

Arctic and Antarctic regions, negative impacts

on the agricultural sector as well as in our

forests are just some of the problems brought

about by this green house effect or global

warming.

Unfortunately, the imbalance which we

have created between our life and earth is

already showing the signs of disasters in form

of flood, cyclones, landslides, tsunami, draught

etc. If the imbalance continues to rise, one day,

this will pose a question mark and the existence

of this planet. Carbon di-oxide (CO
2
) is causing

a warming effect on the earth’s surface. The

CO
2
 level is expected to rise in future due to

ongoing burning of fossil fuels. Other gases

such as methane (CH
4
), CFC, nitrous oxide (N

2
O)

troposphere ozone are also responsible for

global warming. Increase in all these gases are

due to explosive population growth, increased

industrial expansion, technological

advancement, deforestation and growing

urbanization etc.

Trees play a significant role in the global

carbon cycle. They are the largest land based

mechanism for removing carbon di-oxide from

the air. But now everyday over 5500 across of

rain forests are destroyed. As a consequence

of massive loss of forests, Global CO
2
 levels rise

approximately 0.4 percent each year.

Global warming will lead to melting of

glaciers. Changes in rainfall patterns increased

intensity and frequency of extreme weather.

As per the latest survey report the rate of

melting of glaciers has been increasingly

sharply in recent time. Even those glaciers are

affected from global warming which have been

considered permanent. The shrinking of glacier

is going to pose a major problem of drinking

water. The expanse of desert would increase.

Low rainfall and raising temperature could add

to the intensity and frequency of dusty storms.

This in turn will immensely affect the quality

of agricultural land. Ultimately causing adverse

effect on agricultural produce. It would have

far reaching socio-economic impact

Renewable sources of energy shown

can be used as it is non-polluting and very

efficient. These renewable sources of energy

are solar energy and wind energy. Hydro-

electricity is also of considerable use. Lastly,

treatment appliances should be applied on the

sources of green house gases which are carbon

di-oxide and methane so that they may not

violate the atmospheric balance. 



In Assam, the migratory season starts

as early as September with the brown shrike

making its appearance in our gardens. By the

end of September, the wagtail arrive followed

by other small visitors- warblers, fly catchers,

swallows and other tiny species. As October

ends, flocks of gees-bar-headed and graylags

that travelled in the air for long, arrive in the

marshes and wetlands, their sounds rather like

the wrangling of a crowd of discontented

people as they take an occasional splash!

Around 300 species of birds migrate to India

during winter. From the marshes of Kaziranga,

and Pobitora to Neemati, Majuli, Joysagar and

Bornadi, the wintry golden afternoons are

made delightful by the sight of thousand of

teals as they snooze happily, head in wing

along with the pintails, mallards, shovellers and

pochards and the ruddy shelduck.

Migration of birds is an extraordinary

phenomenon of Nature of the world 11,000

bird species, about 2000 species make regular,

seasonal movements. About 40 percent of the

migratory species are on a decline with one in

eight being threatened with global extinction.

The major factors for the decline is the

population of migratory species include loss,

modification, fragmentation and degradation,

of habitat, environmental contaminants,

hunting and land patterns. Migratory birds

have to complete for food and space amidst

the challenges and a burgeoning human

population. There is a large network of sites

that the birds depend on for migration and

lots of these sites make the migratory birds

vulnerable.

Researchers, decision makers,

representative from the private sector, NGO

and international conservation representatives

have been meeting regularly since 2018 to

address the critical decline in many migratory

bird populations and to advance sustainable

approaches to coastal ecosystem protection,

management and restoration for migratory

species and ecosystem services, including

climate change resilience.

World Migratory Bird Day fell on

October 10, this year. It is an annual campaign

to raise global awareness on the threats faced

by migratory birds, their ecological importance,

and the need for international co-operation

to protect them. A thriving wildlife is a key link

between migratory birds and no exception.

There are key links between migratory bird

conservation and local community

development . Bird  are related to tourism

activities such as bird watching as bird

photography can serve as the foundation for

a beneficial relationship between people and

migratory birds. 

Migratory Bird

Conservation

Pranjit Das
5th Semester

 Department of Mathematics



There goes an old saying, “To be a

champion, fight one more round’, which is very

true. Only tireless pursuit can create winners.

Success comes to those who try and never quit.

To be a winner, one has to learn to strive with

perseverance, courage and determination.

Success cannot be achieved in a day. The road

to success is not an easy one. It is narrow,

rough, patchy, long and full of hurdles and

obstacles. One has to learn to overcome the

hurdles and obstacles to achieve the desired

goal.

A little failure does not matter. In

reality, the path of success is strewn with

failures, with each failure one gets closer to

success and with each fall one rises higher. It

may seen paradoxical and contradictory to talk

of failure and falls along with success and rising

higher. But it is the very truth. Each failure

brings one closer to success because within

each failure is hidden a lesson on success.

History too is sprinkled with such instances

where success was granted only after passing

through a series of failures. One has to pick up

the life story of any great personality to see

that success is never granted on a silver platter.

One has to try a number of times before

actually tasting success. However, in today’s

time, we find that people are losing heart at

the drop of a hat. Students succumb to

examination-phobia and peer pressure.

Everybody has high expectations with

themselves, which, if not fulfilled, drives them

to depression and even suicide. It’s important

to realize that failure is not the end of the

world. There would be opportunities galore to

rise and shine.

Life is an interesting game. It does not

guarantee that success will be yours at every

point in every round. There will be times when

failure seems to be haunting more devotedly.

There is nothing wrong in losing. But one

should never forget the lesson learnt by every

failure.

Bitter as these failures may seem to be,

yet they hide behind their ugly appearance a

useful lesson and a valuable experience which

is unraveled only sometime later. It is these

failures that strengthen the forthcoming

success. Therefore, when failures seem

extremely over powering and life seems bleak,

one has to remember that they are in fact even

surer signs of success in future. “The darkest

hour is just before the dawn.” Thus, when

nothing seems to work out in the right manner

and it seems that all roads are leading to

failures and nothingness, one has to just

remember the arrival of the dawn, the sun

rising dispelling darkness at that very moment

when night seems blackest and thickest.

Therefore one should never lose hope but keep

on trying till one succeeds. Who knows that,

this might be the last round and you are

declared a Champion. 

Sudipta Saikia
6th Semester

Department of Chemistry

the



When I Embrace The Sky
Priyanka Hazarika

3rd Semester

Department of English

When past refreshes with its

memories, faces of many persons start to come

to our eyes like running water. And that’s how

she couldn’t stop this time and that’s how pain

reflects itself in her words, when she writes,

“I miss her! I miss the days we spent together,

I miss the dreams we dreamt together, the

happiness we shared with each other!”

– on her yellowish diary.

As she stops there, a strange, cold

breeze takes her to her unexposed past, leaving

her present apart, taking the breaths of her

heart, it takes her to those days as a spirit

where she searches her. She cries, she screams

there to everyone to the happy faces, and to

that most loving person with whom she wants

to live those days together! Again for the last

time but without losing her!

“But I have lost her in that painful night

sixteen years back. As that night never comes

to me, she also never comes to me.”

A drop of tear falls down her right

cheek. It flows slowly down to her neck taking

the pain of her broken heart. Her moist eyes

are full of pain. She wants but unable to cry

openly. It pricks her very deeply that it is never

going to be healed.

Breathing long, she speaks continuously

her painful heart, “If I thought for just one

moment, your face would be the last I’d see,

I’d take a million pictures and save them just

for me.

If I thought for just one moment, your

voice would be the last I’d hear, I’d listen

attentively and promise not to shed tears!”

But for now she wants to sleep in peace to

forget those painful memories. Already this

night too is sleepless like every other nights.

But a part of her is screaming to make

everything okay. It wants to live her present,

to smile for real, to live her life again, the kind

of a life she had sixteen years back! Happy and

content-but with the things she has for now,

and allowing the past to stay in its past!

And that part compels her this time

more to dare to stop thinking and find her

wings to fly. She’s feeling a kind of push from

inside, she’s feeling like she needs to go.

Somewhere out there.  But she walks towards

the window. As she opens that window, the



red with golden rays of the rising sun pours

into her room, which makes her glow. And she

feels a kind of surprise-She steps out of the

house, as if from her comfort zone for the very

first time!

She walks towards the seashore

barefoot. The sands of the shore tickle her

soles, when her feet moves closer to the sea.

The waves of the sea touches till her ankles

again and again, makes her feel cold and fresh

from sole to head.

It is a beautiful morning with the rising

sun in the distant sky. Beneath the colorful sky,

she and the trees ringing with singing birds and

the whole atmosphere is filled with sweet

fragrance of tulip flowers, the way they are

dancing in wind makes the sight more

beautiful. And when she looks at the sky, a

kind of feeling takes her to a solitude, she

stares at it, in a way hard to explain, as if she

never saw it before! Something is happening

inside her, something starts to happen the

moment she steps outside the house.

For the very first time she finds this sky

beautiful in a unique way. The rising sun

reflects its rays in every present being there.

The sky turns to red-golden color from the

starry one that shines like crystal. The moon

and the stars have gone to sleep giving the

promise of its next arrival. The reflection of

this canvas makes the dew drops glitter like

colorful bubbles. And the sea in front of her

seems like a mirror that carries the whole sky

on its lap. Everything today looked so beautiful,

so healing.  Celebrating the beauty of nature-

Today she observes, feels and lives from inside!

Under this sky, opening her arms wide staring

at the sky with smiling eyes, she screams in

joy,

“Come and embrace me!

Embrace me that you never release me!

Embrace me that you become mine,

I become yours

And we become our most peaceful company

Embrace me,

so that you always make my soul breathe

And body move!”

The waves of the sea touches her feet

again! She feels the touch of a cold breeze that

suddenly comes from the sky, gradually her

body, fills with that touch – enters slowly into

her broken heart, lies there her painful

memories. It starts to heal all the wounds,

wounds that always locked the door of her

present! She hears her heart, beating and feels

mind  being relaxed. This makes her lips smile;

face, pink; and eyes, they start to sparkle. Now

she realize- She’s alive! Nature makes her

completely alive the moment she embrace the

sky! She’s not alone! She discovers herself

allowing the past to be in past! Allowing

herself, her soul live the very moment of

present observing and living with the beauty

that this earth carries for her! She starts to

love herself and this nature and the sky!

Two days later she writes,

“Sky – The pain, sitting in my heart’s

core, knocking at the door removed by you

when I sensed the fragrance of you! You take

the pain very far from me and turn them to

the black clouds and being rain of love they

fell from you on me! My soul runs out of my

body to dance in it! I dance and dance being

so much in that moment. Your rain of love

washes all my wounds away and crazily I laugh

and sing for the gift I am given as present!”

That’s how she learns- Nature never

fails in healing the wounded! Just a step

outside the past to the present, that’s all she

needed! 



Quarantine will you be my valentine

The world is scared,

The world is frightened,

Is there anything I could to do lighten?

The apocalypse is upon us,

I am still trying to find if there could be any bonus!

Not the impeccable positive,

But still keep hope for the change in narrative,

Always wonder how I want this world to be beautiful

Place at least because I was here,

Wondering if there could be anyone out there with

Whom I could share this beer!

I realized quarantine will be our savior,

I Friended,

I smiled,

A few days passed and then I cried,

But! But! Later

I realized I was just lazy,

Lazy to understand that all this time it was my

Valentine,

Then crisis revealed that under sufficient pressure,

And with imaginative restlessness bred by necessity

Pretty much everything!

Everything! Is up for being rethought,

This is the time of the break

To cut off from the system take!

Get a new perspective improve your life,

Or discard an old practice to rejuvenate,

Remember this isn’t a recess,

But the study leaves before the real best!

Make the quarantine

A friend, a dear one!

Try to know it better before you become a more one!

Don’t miss a chance because this is your calling

Remember to ask before hanging up!

Quarantine will you be my valentine? 

Quarantine

Will You Be My Valentine?

Puja Mahanta
6th Semester

Department of Geography



You are a Fictional verse

Of my mind

Sometimes you appear like

Metaphor of my thoughts

But sometimes …

Like antonyms of the words.

We can’t rhyme together

Our thoughts

Because we are journeyer of

Different directions

Now it seems like …

This fictional verse would

Turn into incomplete verse. 

It was a shiny day of summer,

When we stepped into the world of semester.

With zillions of dreams to conquer the life,

We tried our best, day and night.

Each day we learnt new things at classes,

And later on we headed back to our houses.

We enjoyed those golden days

WIth friend and teachers,

And that’s how we ended three years

Of this journey,

With tears in our eyes and laughter.

Today we are here, may be tomorrow we won’t,

But the memories that we created

In our alma mater will surely last for long. 

Fictional Verse
Jushna Gogoi

3rd Semester

Department of English

Dear College Life!

Deepnita Shil
6th Semester

Department of Chemistry

Miss You
Sudeepta Saikia

 5th Semester

Department of Chemistry

Turn on the light

The scene in front of eyes

Turn off the light

It’s all the same.

The wound in the heart

Unable to be shared!

Life flaws away with time,

Turns old with grey hair;

Leaves with you, no news of happiness

Fades away with the past

Falls asleep with dreams

Leaves with the numb heart.

I miss you but no trace is left!

I’m still tiptoeing in missing you.

I’m still letting the memories over me …

I’m still shedding tears with my eye closed.

I’m still pretending not to care!

I miss you but I deceive myself

I miss you by I’ll just make it a secret.

I miss you, so I hide it deep in …

My heart. 



I still do!

It’s not like that i don’t love you,

Listen I still do!

But I also can’t lose myself

Just because I loved you.

Perhaps you were right,

But I was not wrong too.

You haven’t put your trust,

When all I said was true.

May be you were concerned,

But I can’t let misunderstandings brew.

It’s not like that I don’t love you,

Listen I still do!

But now lesser than my self esteem,

I can’t let everything turn into blue.

May be you saw yourself only,

While I looked from your point of you.

Yes I still love you

But sorry to say you never did,

And will never do

She was terrible, reckless and insufferable

Absolutely hateful

To fall for her was a horrendous idea

A dreadful conception.

The splitting image of regret

As she will forever haunt those three words

Like it belongs to her.

But I still do !

Even though she gave me a thousand reasons not to,

I still do !

I tried to hate her

Trust me, I tried

But I can’t and now I realize

I don’t think I could ever hate,

Which swallows me whole

In the best and worst ways.

But I still do ! 

I STILL DO

Shekhar Borah

Department  of Chemistry
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